Back Pressure Ratio and the Transonic Resonance Mechanism of Low Unchoking in Critical Flow Venturis
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Reliable Critical Flow Venturi (CFV) operation requires sonic velocity at the throat of the device. The maximum ratio of exit pressure to inlet pressure that ensures this sonic velocity is referred to as the maximum back pressure ratio (MBPR). Being able to accurately predict the MBPR for a specific CFV as well as design a CFV to have a high MBPR allows diverse application and confidence in CFV flow measurements. At Reynolds numbers based on throat diameter below 50,000, CFVs can display “low unchoking” and the standard equation over-reports the flow by 1 % or more.

We show that MBPR for a particular, 0.8 mm throat diameter CFV using dry air, argon, helium, and sulfur hexafluoride is well correlated by the “fully expanded jet Mach number”. Sound detected by microphones placed up and downstream from a CFV show high correlation between low unchoking and the presence of powerful transonic resonances (oscillations at audio frequencies in pressure and the position of a lambda shock in the CFV diffuser) described by Zaman et al. We propose a mechanism in which pressure fluctuations from the transonic tones lead to intermittent unchoking of the CFV throat.

This paper also presents unchoking test results from 270 unchoking tests on 79 CFVs with a wide range of throat diameters, Reynolds numbers, diffuser lengths, half angles, and gases. Correlations for avoiding low unchoking and predicting MBPR for broader application are presented that incorporate the necessary effects due to $Re$, diffuser length, diffuser area ratio, and specific heat ratio. We advocate inclusion of these correlations in documentary standards.

1. Introduction

Critical nozzles are widely used as transfer standards to compare gas flow calibration capabilities or as working standards for calibrating other flow meters. Their advantages include stable calibration over long periods of time and a well understood physical model. Critical nozzles have the disadvantage of a large pressure drop relative to other gas flow meters, but this is improved by adding a diffuser for pressure recovery downstream from the throat. ISO and ASME [1, 2] standard designs for a critical flow venturi (CFV) use a conical diffuser with half angle $\theta$ between 2.5 and 6 degrees. Detailed drawings and definitions are provided in the standards. Using nomenclature defined at the end of this paper, the standard equation for mass flow is

$$m = \frac{C_d P_0 A^* \sqrt{M_m}}{\sqrt{Re_0}}.$$  (1)

Equation 1 is only valid when the critical nozzle or CFV has small enough pressure ratio $P_e/P_0$ so that the gas velocity reaches the speed of sound at the throat, i.e. “choked” condition. The value of the discharge coefficient $C_d$ is often based on a flow calibration against a reference standard, but can be calculated within 0.05 % from theory [3]. If the CFV is not choked, the standard mass flow equation will over-report the flow. The pressure ratio $P_e/P_0$ across the CFV that produces choked flow depends on the CFV geometry, Reynolds number, and the gas species. The largest $P_e/P_0$ value at which Equation 1 gives reliable flow values (within a specified tolerance) is called the maximum back pressure ratio (MBPR). The goals of this work are to (1) provide guidance on the MBPR necessary for choked flow for ISO/ASME standard CFV geometries and (2) develop better physical understanding of the relationship between the CFV shape and the MBPR.

Choked flow is a limiting condition where the fluid velocity reaches the speed of sound at the throat such that the mass flow will not increase with a further decrease in the downstream pressure [2]. In an unchoking test, a CFV is put in series with a flow reference (usually a second, smaller diameter CFV placed upstream) and the exit pressure $P_e$ from the CFV under test is incrementally increased by closing a throttling valve until changes in the discharge coefficient of the CFV under test using Equation 1 are observed with respect to the reference flow meter [4]. When the change in $C_d$ of the CFV under test is larger than a specified tolerance, the MBPR is noted and not exceeded during future operation.

1 The change in pressure upstream from the CFV under test could be used instead of the change in $C_d$ that is normally plotted to indicate unchoking: when less of the throat area is at $M = 1$, the pressure increases to maintain conservation of mass flow through the meters in series.
Compressible flow theory, assuming a calorically perfect gas (constant specific heats), one-dimensional (1-D), adiabatic, and inviscid flow predicts that the throat pressure ratio or MBPR necessary for choked flow without a diffuser is:

\[
\left(\frac{P^*}{P_0}\right)_{crit} = \left(\frac{2}{\gamma+1}\right)\gamma^{(\gamma-1)/\gamma}, \tag{2}
\]

where \(\gamma\) is the specific heat ratio, \(c_p/c_v\), \(P_0\) is the stagnation pressure upstream from the critical flow venturi or nozzle, and \(P^*\) is the pressure at the CFV throat [5]. For dry air, \((P^*/P_0)_{crit} = 0.53\), i.e. if the pressure at the throat is 53\% of the inlet pressure or less, the gas velocity will match the speed of sound at the throat, the CFV will be choked, and the flow is independent of the downstream pressure. Note that it is usually impractical to measure \(P^*\) in CFVs, especially when they have a small throat diameter. The exit pressure \(P_e\) is measured in the plenum downstream from the CFV diffuser exit and the pressure ratio \(P_e/P_0\) is used instead of \(P^*/P_0\) to assure a CFV is used in a choked condition.

The purpose of a CFV diffuser is to raise the pressure of the gas as it moves from the throat to the exit and thereby allow the CFV to be used for reliable flow measurement over a wider range of pressures. When the CFV diffuser is performing well, shock structures in the diffuser provide pressure recovery, \(P_e\), and Equation 1 gives reliable flow values for a large range of \(P_e/P_0\) values. MBPR > 0.95 is reported for some CFVs in air [6]. Research has shown that Equation 1 gives reliable flows for standard diffuser geometries for \(Re > 1 \times 10^5\) [6,7].

It is widely understood that the concept of choked flow and Equation 1 is an idealization and that in fact the flow is not sonic (i.e., not at the speed of sound) across the entire area of the throat because of the boundary layer near the wall. Nonetheless, researchers [8, 9] were surprised to observe “low unchoking”, i.e. that the flow through some CFVs departed significantly from Equation 1 at pressure ratios well below the values from Equation 2. An example is shown in Figure 1.

For a given gas, low unchoking is also more prevalent and severe at lower Reynolds numbers, as shown in Figure 2. At low \(Re\), momentum forces are small, the boundary layer in the throat and diffuser are significant portions of the cross sectional area and the diffuser is more prone to boundary layer separation. The boundary layer thickness in the diffuser affects the boundary layer thickness in the throat, as studied by Ding et al. [12]. For CFV A14 under the conditions that it was tested herein (\(Re \approx 10,000\)), the cross sectional area due to the boundary layer displacement thickness was approximately 3\% of the throat area.
Research by Carter et al. [7, 13] strived to better understand the source of low unchoking and established experimental guidelines for the MBPR that will give reliable CFV performance for particular diffuser geometries. They have coined the term “diffuser performance inversion” instead of the original term “premature unchoking” to highlight that low unchoking is related to the performance of the diffuser and that a CFV is always unchoked to some degree due to the presence of a subsonic boundary layer. Part of the objection to the term premature unchoking is that it seems likely that there is still a portion of the throat that is moving at $M = 1$, at least some of the time. In this paper, we use the terms low unchoking and high unchoking (Figure 1).

It should be emphasized that the $\Delta C_d$ due to low unchoking is only significant at the 0.01% level for Reynolds numbers below $1 \times 10^5$. This may occur when using CFVs smaller than 2 mm. Furthermore, even CFVs much smaller than 2 mm are reliable flow sensors if plots like Figures 1 or 2 are available and followed. Also, empirical studies of standardized geometries (which show that long diffusers are less susceptible to low unchoking) are a practical approach.

2. Proposed mechanism for low unchoking: transonic resonance

The shock structures of conical diffusers have been visualized and studied extensively by prior researchers. The shocks depend on the geometry of the diffuser (half angle, length, surface roughness), the gas specific heat ratio, the Reynolds number (and the boundary layer thickness), and whether the boundary layer is laminar or turbulent. A review of the prior literature reveals a progression of shock mechanisms: 1) the sonic core is periodically changing in size due to periodically thickening boundary layer and separation in the diffuser and 2) the drum-like motion of the lambda shock within the diffuser in the axial direction produces periodic pressure oscillations immediately downstream from the throat that lead to movement and area changes of the sonic core and/or the sonic core choking and unchoking in a periodic manner.

Figure 3a illustrates the CFV at low pressure ratios. The flow expands via a Prandtl-Meyer fan that originates at the change in curvature between the toroidal and conical sections of the diffuser. A plot of the pressure versus streamwise location is also shown at the bottom of Figure 3a. The favourable pressure gradient downstream of the throat leads to a thinning of the boundary layer and helps keep it attached to the diffuser wall.

Figure 3b illustrates an oscillating shock within the diffuser that generates what Zaman et al. [14] call “transonic resonance”. Zaman and Papamoschou et al. [15] demonstrated that a lambda shock (a combination of a normal and an oblique shock) forms in the diffuser over a range of pressure ratios and that the shock oscillates in a piston-like manner. Papamoschou et al. measured shock oscillations in a 2-D diffuser via the coherence of high-frequency pressure measurements made at taps on opposite sides of the diffuser. Zaman et al. measured peaks in the acoustic spectra from a microphone placed downstream from CFVs with various diffuser geometries. Zaman et al. referred to these peaks as “transonic tones” or “x-tones”. The existence of transonic tones correlates with researchers noting an audible change in the sound emanating from a CFV depending upon whether it is choked are not [16].

Transonic resonance occurs only when the shock is within the diffuser. External shocks cause screech tones at low pressure ratios [14].

The time-averaged position of the lambda shock moves upstream (closer to the throat) as $P_2/P_0$ is increased. The pressure rise across the lambda shock produces a strong, oscillating adverse pressure gradient that triggers boundary layer separation. The oscillating lambda shock causes periodic changes in the boundary layer thickness and periodic flow separations. We hypothesize that when the pressure oscillations from the lambda shock resonances are sufficiently powerful and close to the CFV throat (or $P_2/P_0$ is sufficiently high), the sonic core flow is disturbed in a periodic manner as well, causing low unchoking, as depicted in Figure 3c.

This explanation agrees with von Lavante’s [17] observation from a computational fluid dynamic simulation of a CFV: “At approximately, $[P_2/P_0] = 0.4$, it displays a clear sign of low unchoking, again, due to unsteady movement of the lambda shock upstream all the way through the throat.”

The nature of the disturbance of the sonic core by transonic resonance is not known, but we propose two possible mechanisms: 1) the sonic core is periodically changing in size due to periodically thickening boundary layer and separation in the diffuser and 2) the drum-like motion of the lambda shock within the diffuser in the axial direction produces periodic pressure oscillations immediately downstream from the throat that lead to movement and area changes of the sonic core and/or the sonic core choking and unchoking in a periodic manner.

Figure 3d depicts the situation at higher pressure ratios where the shocks are non-existent or so weak, symmetric, and stable that they no longer cause flow separation near the throat. The lack of a strong shock within the diffuser means that the adverse pressure gradient is weak and separation is less likely. For these conditions, the sonic core is stable at the geometric throat position and $\Delta C_d$ returns to near zero.

In section 4, we will present acoustic spectra along with low unchoking test data that show strong correlation between the transonic tones and low unchoking.

Accurately predicting the location, period, and pressure rise of the shocks depicted in Figures 3b and 3c and the occurrence of separation is a yet unsolved topic of research. Therefore, it is presently impractical to predict the onset of low unchoking for a given CFV, gas species, and pressure condition. However, in later sections, we assemble experimental results to guide users regarding what pressure ratios are required for reliable flow measurements from standard CFV designs.
Figure 3. Left) Schematic shock structure and boundary layer interactions and their role in low unchoking. Right) Schlieren photographs of a 2-D CFV from Hunter [18], labelled with their $P_e/P_0$ values. Note that the dark vertical lines at the CFV exit are apparently not shocks: they are present in all of the images.

a) Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan causing favorable pressure gradient in diffuser, attached boundary layer near throat, stable sonic core at geometric throat. Various shock structures may be present at the diffuser outlet (under, perfectly, or over expanded).

b) Transonic resonance, oscillating lambda shock, strong adverse pressure gradient at shock, boundary layers separated, stable sonic core at the geometric throat.

c) Transonic resonance, oscillating lambda shock, strong adverse pressure gradient at shock, boundary layers separated, disrupted sonic core.

d) CFV just choked, no strong shocks, weak adverse pressure gradient in the diffuser, boundary layers attached, stable sonic core at the geometric throat.
3. Characteristics of transonic tones

In this section, we review the work of Hunter [18], Zaman [14], and Papamoschou [15] and their many colleagues to better understand the flow phenomena in a nozzle diffuser and the characteristics of transonic resonances.

Zaman states that transonic resonances are longitudinal acoustic modes of the diffuser that are modified by the flow. The conical diffuser forms a ¼ wave resonator with modes that have an acoustic pressure antinode at the position of the lambda shock and a node near the diffuser exit. Thus, the lowest-frequency (fundamental) resonance occurs when the wavelength of sound is about 4 times the distance between the shock and the diffuser exit: higher-frequency resonances occur at odd multiples of the fundamental. Zaman compares the lambda shock to the head of a drum. He said the resonance amplitude “is not well defined and sensitive to e. g. the surface finish.” When the lambda shock is in the diffuser (Figures 3b and 3c), as $P_e/P_0$ increases, the distance between the lambda shock and the diffuser exit increases (the shock moves towards the throat), thereby the resonance wavelength increases and the frequency decreases. This behaviour is the opposite of screech tones which increase in frequency with increasing $P_e/P_0$.

Zaman presented correlations that allow prediction of the transonic resonance frequency as a function of the diffuser length, half angle, the speed of sound, and the fully expanded jet Mach number, $M_f$ defined by

$$M_f \equiv \left[ \frac{P_0}{P_e} \frac{y-1}{y} - 1 \right]^{1/2} . \quad (3)$$

$M_f$ is the Mach number that would be present at the exit of the diffuser for an adiabatic, isentropic, and inviscid flow (no boundary layer and no shocks), for a perfect gas, with constant specific heats. Zaman’s correlation worked well for diverse geometries, axisymmetric, 2-D, and annular, i.e., similar transonic phenomena occur in various CFV geometries.

Both Zaman and Papamoschou found the lambda shock at much smaller area ratios $A/A^*$ than predicted by 1-D theory, i.e. closer to the throat.

Figure 4a shows Hunter’s centerline pressure data for a range of $P_e/P_0$’s, labelled with the corresponding schematics from Figure 3. Successful diffuser performance and pressure recovery, without sonic core disruption occur at high $P_e/P_0$’s (labelled Fig. 3d). Intermediate pressure ratios that show low unchoking in CFV A14 have large, oscillating pressure gradients near the throat (Fig. 3c). For the lower pressure ratios labelled Fig. 3b and 3a, the shocks are near the exit, and low unchoking is not present (at least for CFV A14).

Papamoschou [15] found that the oscillating lambda shock “creates a ‘back pressure’ much higher than the theory predicts” for a stationary shock. Figure 4b shows the pressure measured with a probe on the centerline, deconvoluted to remove lags from the sensor’s time constant, to give a better idea of the real pressure fluctuations.

Zaman found that the transonic resonance only occurred when the nozzle surface was smooth and that the tones disappeared if the boundary layer was tripped by small protrusions or pieces of tape upstream of the lambda shock location. This suggests that a CFV with a stepped diffuser, i.e. a small step increase in the diffuser diameter, would not have transonic tones.

4. Acoustic spectra for CFV A14

We installed two microphones, one upstream and one downstream from CFV A14. The CFV was installed with 2.2 cm approach and exit tubes and the microphones were installed via 1.0 cm inside diameter Tees (Figure 5). Using a spectrum analyser, we measured the acoustic frequency spectrum that was present for various pressure ratios traversing the low unchoking phenomenon in dry air. Strong acoustic resonances and their harmonics were detected at pressure ratios correlated with low unchoking.
Using the manufacturer specified diffuser length and half angle, the frequencies of the resonances were 2% to 13% lower than those predicted by Zaman’s correlation (Table 2).

![Diagram of microphone positions](image)

**Figure 5.** Positions of CFV A14, pressure sensors and microphones for acoustic spectra.

Figure 6 shows spectra from the downstream microphone for $P_e/P_0$ ranging from 0.3 to 0.6. The fundamental frequency was nominally 14 kHz and the 2nd and 3rd harmonics are also visible in Figure 6a at $\approx 28$ kHz and $\approx 42$ kHz. For the fundamental mode, resonance peaks $>100$ Pa$^2$ were present for pressure ratios between 0.35 and 0.57. Figure 6b zooms in on the fundamental mode outlined by the dashed box and uses a linear scale to make their relative power more apparent.

![Acoustic spectra from the downstream microphone](image)

**Figure 6.** Acoustic spectra from the downstream microphone for various pressure ratios.

Figure 7 shows spectra from the upstream microphone. The resonance peaks are weaker and are present over a narrower and higher range of pressure ratios.

![Acoustic spectra from the upstream microphone](image)

**Figure 7.** Acoustic spectra from the upstream microphone.

Figure 8a shows the frequency of the fundamental transonic tones versus $P_e/P_0$ for both the up and downstream microphones, along with the $\Delta C_d$ data gathered in unchoking measurements conducted at the same time. Data from two experiments are presented to assess reproducibility. The upstream and downstream frequencies match, as shown in Figure 8a. The frequency of the tones decreases with increasing pressure, matching the behaviour of transonic resonance described by Zaman (as opposed to screech tones).

![Power versus frequency](image)

**Figure 8a.** Power versus frequency.

Figure 8b plots the acoustic power versus $P_e/P_0$ for the two sets of data in air. The largest values of acoustic power from the downstream and upstream microphones and the minimum of the $\Delta C_d$ well coincide at $P_e/P_0 \approx 0.5$. The transonic tones are not detected on the upstream side of the CFV until $P_e/P_0 = 0.45$, well into the $\Delta C_d$ well and their power is approximately three orders of magnitude lower than on the downstream side. There are strong transonic tones downstream at $P_e/P_0 = 0.38$ where $\Delta C_d = 0$, while at $P_e/P_0 = 0.45$ the power from the downstream microphone is relatively low, but unchoking is significant.

Based on a simple model (the ratio of cross sectional area at the pipe where the downstream microphone was installed to the area of the throat), we estimate the acoustic pressure fluctuations to be 170 times stronger at the CFV throat than at the microphone, or as much as 13 kPa on the downstream side.

A possible explanation for the data in Figure 8a is that for low unchoking to occur, the oscillating pressure component downstream from the throat must be sufficiently large to cause the throat to be intermittently sonic or subsonic, as illustrated in Figure 9.
5. Low unchoking of CFV A14 for gases with various specific heat ratios

Many aspects of the flow through a CFV depend on the gas specific heat ratio, $\gamma$, for instance, the angle of oblique shocks and the pressure rise across a normal shock. The fully expanded jet Mach number $M_f$ used to characterize the transonic tones is also a function of $\gamma$. Figure 10a shows $\Delta C_d$ versus $P_e/P_0$ for CFV A14 using sulfur hexafluoride, dry air, helium, and argon.

In this experiment, we designed the test conditions to provide the same boundary layer thickness at the CFV throat for all of four gases to see if the low unchoking plots would match. CFD simulations of a CFV performed by Johnson [19] show that the boundary layer thickness depends on both $Re$ and $\gamma$. (The specific heat ratio affects the temperature in the boundary layer and larger $\gamma$ causes a thicker boundary layer.)

Based on Figure 3.12 in reference [19], we performed the unchoking tests at the Reynolds numbers (or $P_0$ values) listed in Table 1, appropriate to achieve a displacement thickness that comprised 3% of the throat area for each gas.

Table 1. Test conditions to produce same displacement thickness in $d = 0.8$ mm CFV A14 for various gases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>$\gamma$ [-]</th>
<th>Re [-]</th>
<th>$P_0$ [kPa]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SF6</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>9400</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry air</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>10080</td>
<td>100.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>10500</td>
<td>104.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>10500</td>
<td>287.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10a shows the results from eight low unchoking tests for the four gases plotted versus $P_e/P_0$ (same air data as Figure 1) and Figure 10b uses the inverse of the Mach jet number as the abscissa. The onset of low unchoking is better correlated by the jet Mach number than by $P_e/P_0$. Differences in the depth of the $\Delta C_d$ wells remain in both plots (0.19%), despite controlling for equal boundary layer thicknesses across the four gases. In another experiment where all four gases were tested at the same Reynolds numbers (not shown here), the depths of the $\Delta C_d$ wells varied by 0.32%, supporting the idea that the boundary layer thickness (not Reynolds number alone) is important in the low unchoking phenomenon. The two gases with the same specific heat ratios (helium and argon) show nearly the same low unchoking behaviour. We note that the bottom of the $\Delta C_d$ wells is at $M_f \approx 1$, which corresponds to the critical back pressure given by Equation 2 for each gas.

Figure 9. Illustration of how transonic pressure fluctuations could cause an intermittent sonic core because pressure ratio at the throat periodically exceeds $(P^*/P_0)_{crit}$, a) plotted versus position and b) at the throat versus time.
Acoustic spectra were also gathered for A14 flowing sulfur hexafluoride and helium. The spectra were qualitatively similar to those presented herein for air, but the frequency of the tones was quite different. The frequency of the transonic resonances, measured and predicted using Zaman’s correlation are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Resonant tone frequency at bottom of $\Delta C_d$ well, measured and calculated following Zaman [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Measured $f_{\text{peak}}$ [kHz]</th>
<th>Calculated $f_{\text{peak}}$ [kHz]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SF$_6$</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry air</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Avoiding low unchoking

We have learned much about the mechanism of low unchoking and can make reasonable predictions of the frequency of transonic tones, but not their power. So, theoretically predicting the onset of low unchoking for an arbitrary geometry is not yet practical. Several practical approaches are available for designing CFVs that do not or are less likely to exhibit low unchoking:

1) Reduce the diffuser length to $1d$, per ISO 9300 and ASME MFC-7, and operate these CFVs at back pressures below the critical pressure given by Equation 2.

2) Add a diffuser step just downstream of the CFV throat to ensure stability of the shock structure.

3) Extend the diffuser length to $15d$ or more to provide a sufficiently low pressure gradient to suppress low unchoking per proven performance of similar CFVs.

4) Use the correlation equation given below, generated from unchoking data to design a CFV that will not demonstrate low unchoking at the minimum operational Reynolds Number.

1) Reduction of the CFV diffuser length to $1d$, the minimum length allowable by the ISO and ASME [1, 2] CFV standards, has been shown, in the vast majority of tested cases, to eliminate low unchoking. A 1.575 mm CFV with a $\theta = 4^\circ$ and a $5.3d$ long diffuser demonstrated low unchoking when tested. The diffuser was then shortened to $1d$ and re-tested at a similar Reynolds number, and no low unchoking was observed, as shown in Figure 11. The disadvantage of using this method to avoid low unchoking is the loss of pressure recovery in the diffuser resulting in a much lower maximum back pressure ratio than could be attained with a longer diffuser.

2) An increasing diameter "step" in the diffuser has been shown to prevent low unchoking. Two CFVs of similar geometry, except one with a diffuser step, were tested and the results can be seen in Figure 12. The work of Xu et al. [20] shows that “crest structures” as small as 2 nm near the throat cause large differences in low unchoking behaviour in a $d = 200 \mu$m CFV. We conclude that in small CFVs, the boundary layer trip should be a step of increasing diameter, not a raised surface. The step should be located approximately $1d$ from the throat of the CFV and result in a diffuser cross-sectional area increase of about 1%.

3) Data from a range of small CFVs with $10d$ and $15d$ diffusers show that for the longer diffusers, low unchoking was not observed for $Re > 3000$ [11]. Such long diffusers reduce the pressure gradients in the flow where the shock
structure occurs and thereby avoid the occurrence of low unchoking.

4) Data from 270 unchoking tests on 79 CFVs with throat diameters from 0.39 mm to 12.7 mm, \( Re = 2800 \) to 240 000, \( \theta = 2.5 \) to 6 degrees, \( L = 4.9d \) to 20\( d \), and \( \gamma = 1.09 \) to 1.67 were studied regarding the occurrence of low unchoking (Figure 13). Throat diameters were corrected from the assumed values to match the \( C_d \) equation provided by the ISO Standard [1] to reduce error in Reynolds numbers. Diffuser length and Reynolds number were found to be the most significant factors correlated to the occurrence of low unchoking. While some data show magnitude and back pressure location variations in low unchoking due to the specific heat ratio, no significant correlation between occurrence and lack of occurrence was found. The apparent sensitivity of low unchoking to surface finish and imperfections (which was not measured) probably lead to some scatter in the results. To avoid low unchoking it is recommended that diffuser length, \( L \) (in throat diameters) should conform to

\[
L/d \geq \max(5.0, 11.89 - 1.556 \times 10^{-4}Re), (4)
\]

valid for \( Re > 2800 \), \( 1.09 < \gamma < 1.67 \), and \( 2.5^\circ < \theta < 6^\circ \).

Equation 4 is designed to take into account expected surface finish variations from manufacturing. It is conservative, correctly avoiding 100 \% of occurrences of low unchoking in the test data. This is shown in Figure 13 as all low unchoking events occur to the left of the red line. The equation provides recommended diffuser length for a specified minimum operation Reynolds number.

\[
MBPR = 1.0305 \frac{19.49}{Re^{0.3}} + 3.247 \times 10^{-2} \ln \left( \frac{d}{25.4} \right) - 3.316 \times 10^{-2}\theta + 2.354 \times 10^{-3} \frac{L}{d}, \quad (5)
\]

where \( d \) is in mm. Equation 5 is valid for \( 2800 < Re < 240 000 \), \( 1.09 < \gamma < 1.67 \), \( 2.5^\circ < \theta < 6^\circ \), and \( L/d > 5 \).

8. Summary and conclusions

We have shown strong correlation between low unchoking and the presence of a transonic resonance described by Zaman [14], Papamoschou [15], and others. We propose that low unchoking is due to interactions of the transonic resonance with the boundary layer and the sonic core at the throat (Figure 3c). This explanation matches the ideas of prior experimental and computational researchers and accounts of audible tones during low unchoking.

The mechanisms for low unchoking and transonic resonance are interactions between acoustics and fluid mechanics that are still incompletely understood. But a complete physical model will likely include: 1) acoustic modes of a cone, 2) oscillatory pressures due to movement of the lambda shock in the diffuser, and 3) the boundary layer thickness in the throat and separation in the diffuser. Flow separation occurs downstream from lambda shocks and may trigger the shock oscillations.

Low unchoking is strongly dependent on the Reynolds number, establishing that a thick boundary layer is a prerequisite to the problem. In this study we found that the depth of the \( \Delta C_d \) well better matches across various gas species when boundary layer thicknesses are matched rather than just \( Re \). We also found that the jet Mach number correlates the onset of low unchoking across gases with different specific heat ratios (Figure 10b).

We project from our new understanding of transonic resonance in CFVs and some experimental evidence (Figure 12) that there is a practical remedy for low unchoking: a “stepped diffuser”, i.e., a diffuser with a small step increase in diameter near the geometric throat. Zaman states, “The resonance ceases when the shock location has moved sufficiently downstream when the flow can no longer support the ¼ wave” [14]. A step 1) reduces the boundary layer thickness (see Ding et al. [12]), 2) trips the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent (helping it remain attached like the dimples on a golf ball) and 3) anchors a Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan and forces normal shocks further downstream, away from the throat. We plan to
perform more experiments with stepped diffusers to check that they eliminate low unchoking for various diffuser geometries and still deliver the desired pressure recovery. We also want to study the nature of the higher harmonics of the transonic resonance and why the jet Mach number collapses low unchoking results for different gas species.

Finally, we presented practical correlations that allow CFV users to avoid low unchoking for CFVs that meet the ISO and ASME standard geometries and recommend that ISO and ASME include the correlations in future CFV standards.
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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>CFV throat diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{peak}$</td>
<td>Frequency of the highest amplitude sound in acoustic spectrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_t$</td>
<td>Height of throat in a 2-D nozzle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>Diffuser length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBPR</td>
<td>Maximum back pressure ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{m}$</td>
<td>Gas molar mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Mach number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{ref}$</td>
<td>Mass flow measured with a reference flow standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{CFV}$</td>
<td>Mass flow through a CFV calculated by theoretical or analytical means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^*$</td>
<td>Stagnation pressure at the CFV throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_0$</td>
<td>Stagnation pressure at the CFV inlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_e$</td>
<td>Stagnation pressure at the CFV exit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re = \frac{4m}{\pi d \mu_0}$</td>
<td>Reynolds number, using the throat diameter as length scale, $\mu_0$ is the dynamic viscosity based on $P_0$ and $T_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Universal gas constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_0$</td>
<td>Stagnation temperature in the CFV approach pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Ratio of constant pressure and constant volume specific heats, $= c_p/c_v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>CFV diffuser half-angle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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